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Tanzania's Northern Circuit Safari- A Paradise 

for Wildlife Lovers

Pack your bag for an amazing adventure on Tanzania Southern Circuit Safari. This
is one of the best destinations to witness the meeting of diverse wildlife and
breathtaking landscapes a memorable experience. It is a paradise for wildlife
enthusiasts, nature lovers to immerse in the wonders of the unharmed wilderness.
We would say that it is a must-visit destination to explore a unique safari
experience.

Why Should You Visit Tanzania Southern Circuit Safari?

Encounter the Beauty of Ruaha National Park-

It is one of the best-kept secrets of East Africa. It boasts rocky lands, the Ruaha
River valley, baobab trees and diverse wildlife. From large elephant herds, graceful
giraffes, predators like lions and leopards to so on, you will have ample chances to
intimate wildlife encounters.



Explore the Diverse Wildlife of Mikumi National Park-

Snuggled between the Uluguru Mountains and the Lumango Range, this stunning
park provides a fascinating tapestry of backdrops and diverse wildlife. You will
witness savannah plains, rolling hills and acacia woodlands as you embark on
exciting game drives. From majestic lions, zebras to wildebeest and many bird
species- you will watch many things. Witness the perfect backdrop for great
photography experiences and wildlife experiences.
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Enjoy Custom-Made Guiding And Reliable Tourism-

Throughout your Southern Circuit Safari, you will easily find several
knowledgeable guides. The tour operators have expertise and passion for the
wildlife and ecosystems of this region. You will gain a deeper understanding of
the natural world that will ensure an improved experience. In addition,
professional and skilled safari operators focus on conservation and sustainable
practices. It will be a memorable experience.

Experience The Fascinating Wilderness Of Nyerere National Park-

It is a jewel in Tanzania's Southern Circuit. Witness the wandering royal elephants,
giraffes and lion, elephant, giraffe, buffalo, zebra and all the other major species
like hunting dogs and birds. This pristine park offers an elite safari experience. Get
on the exciting game drives, serene waterways and the coexistence of diverse
species and experience the natural beauty of Tanzania Southern Circuit
Safari. It makes unforgettable memories in the heart of East Africa.
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What Is the Cost Of the Tanzania Southern Circuit Safari Tour
Package?

Budget Accommodation Safari- US$ 2,425 Per person sharing-Minimum 2 Pax

Mid-Range Accommodation Safari-US$ 3,890 Per person sharing -
Minimum 2 Pax

Which Month Is Best For Tanzania Safari?

You can visit during the dry season from late June to October.
For Tanzania Southern Circuit Safari, visit www.wonderfultours.com. It offers
Tanzania northern circuit safari tour.
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